Big Country Airfest
By Michael Stephan
It began with a steak dinner and grew into a huge festival of
aircraft. The idea of Big Country Airfest last month in
Abiliene began with the steak sandwich dinner
annually hosted by the local EAA Abilene
Chapter 471 during the Southwest Regional flyin. When the regional fly-in moved to New
Braunfels in the Spring, Chapter 471 vowed to
keep the party going. So, they committed to
hosting a fly-in for people to enjoy the evening
steak dinner and party, which began when the
sun went down. Then, like most ideas, grew to
become a full-fledged fly-in with vendors, airshow, Young Eagle rides, etc. Van sent
Scott Risen and Rob Butt in the
freshly minted and very popular
RV-10. I planned on going when
it was just a dinner.
A few dozen airplanes
arrived on Friday, with Jerry
Mrazek being the first one to
arrive. He got the best parking
spot right in front. Other notable
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Friday arrivals included the RV-10, four polished Globe
Swifts, a C-130 and a huge C-17 Globemaster. In the late
afternoon we sat outside in our camping area and watched
several of the airshow acts do a little practicing. The best had
to be the two T-28s doing formation aerobatics. Those pilots
were incredible. What a
pleasant afternoon sitting in
the shade with our feet up
and watching the airplanes
fly by.
flyOn Saturday business
really picked up. Arrivals
began soon after the sun was
up. A crowd quickly formed
around the RV-10, and since
no demo flights were scheduled till after the airshow,
the crowd took turns climbing in and trying it
on. Several Chapter 168 members flew in
together. It was fun to speak with them as we
looked at Van’s newest offering. The airplane
looks impressive. The flight-line consisted of
many airplanes. While walking around looking
at them, I got several new ideas to incorporate
Continued on Page 4
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Oct. 7th Chapter Meeting

Oct 14th Board of Directors Meeting
By Michael Stephan

Our
September
Monthly Meeting will
be held at the Farmers
Branch Library, located
on the northwest corner
of Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in
the auditorium and will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and
finish by 9:00.
The
program
speaker will be Paul
Thayer, former LTV
head & navy pilot. In WWII he was assigned to Squadron
VF-26 flying the Grumman F4F ‘Wildcat’ and became an ace
with 6 confirmed and 4 probable aerial victories. Paul joined
Vought as a Test Pilot in 1948 and rapidly progressed to Chief
Test Pilot in 1949, Flight Test Director, Vice President of
Sales in 1951 and finally Company President
in 1961. In 1970, the
parent LTV Corporation fell into deep financial distress and Paul
was called upon to save
it, which he did. In
1983, he accepted the
invitation of President
Reagan to serve as
Deputy Secretary of
Defense. In retirement,
Paul flies his Confederate Air Force F4U-1
Corsair at air shows.

Oct. 11th Fly-In/ Chili Cook Off
By Michael Stephan
This month’s fly-in will be to McKinney Municipal Airport
for the 4th annual Chili Cook-Off. This is an event that has
been really fun and well attended the past few years. We are
hosting the chili cook-off with McKinney Chapter 1246. If
you didn’t win last year, you have another chance this year.
The event will be in the same place as last year in Tom
Ferraro’s old hangar. If you need more information see Ann
Asberry’s announcement in this issue of the newsletter.
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The October BOD meeting will be held on October 14th at
the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The minutes from the September BOD meeting (recorded by Monroe
McDonald) are as follows:
• Directors in attendance: Don Christiansen, Sam Cooper,
Bruce Fuller, Monroe McDonald, Jerry Mrazek, John
Peyton, John Phillips, Clay Romeiser, and Michael Stephan.
• As the nominating committee has been unable to find a
suitable candidate for president, John Philips agreed to
stand for election along with the slate listed in last month’s
board minutes.
• The Oct 7 program speaker will be Paul Thayer, former
LTV head & navy pilot.
• The Oct 11 airport meeting will be the annual chili cook-off
co-hosted with the McKinney chapter.
• The Oct 28 HE fold-in will be at the home of Robert
Cullinan.
• The Nov 11 program speaker will be US Repr. Sam
Johnson, former pilot.
• The Nov 15 airport meeting will be at Stephenville for
lunch.
• The Nov 25 HE fold-in will at the home of Pat Johnson.
• The Dec 2 chapter meeting will be the traditional Christmas
party.
• The Dec 6 airport meeting will be at Lancaster when Air
Salvage will presumably have their annual open-house
sale.
• The Dec 30HE fold-in will be at the home of Mel and Ann
Asberry.
• The Jan 27 HE fold-in will be at the home of Ralph Capen
(RV6 project).

Oct. 28th Newsletter Assembly
By Michael Stephan
The November issue of Hangar Echoes will be assembled at
the home of Robert Cullinan on October 28th starting at 7:00
PM. The address is 623 Valencia St. in East Dallas (near
White Rock Lake and the Tennison Golf Course). For directions call Robert at 214-370-4150.
Robert owns the beautiful Aeronca Champ that was on the
cover a few months ago and is building an RV-9A. He purchased the RV kit a few month’s ago at about the quickbuild
stage. After unpacking and doing a little work on it, he is ready
to show it to anyone who is willing to come by and look at it.
Admission includes folding and taping a few newsletters.
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A Message from the President
By John Phillips
National Air Tour
Wow! Words are not enough. If you were there - Meacham
Field, September 14th - you know what I mean. If you missed
it, well, you really missed it. The National Air Tour came to
town. It was truly a once in a lifetime opportunity (well
maybe twice for some of you - but you’d have to have been
in knickers long before I swooped around the school playground with my arms out like Steve Canyon in his F-86).
I was in the office, periodically checking the flight radar
on the NAT website that Sunday afternoon. The Tour was
scheduled to begin arriving at Meacham at 1:45pm. I
“watched” the last plane land at Tulsa that morning. He was
on the screen, and then he was gone - all on the ground safely. Take off was scheduled to begin around noon. Noon came,
noon went. No one left Tulsa. Ft. Worth was a little hazy, but
weather was okay. Would they come this afternoon, or would
they postpone till Monday - and I’d have to miss them. The
proposed schedule didn’t change. I was in the midst of a pretty a big project, but I found myself flipping over to the NAT
site more and more frequently—didn’t want to miss the takeoff from Tulsa. It would take about an hour and a half for the
old birds to get to Meacham, and it would take me about that
long to shut down the office, get home and pick up Emily and
drive from Dallas to Meacham. I looked again. There’s the
first one airborne now. 90 minutes to get to Meacham. Time
to go, shut off the computer, turn on the alarm and lock the
door.
No slowdowns on 183. Got to Meacham right on time.
The parking lot is packed. Great. I was really worried,
because I hadn’t seen any publicity for the Tour, but no need.
Walked right through the terminal and out onto the ramp didn’t even have to take off my shoes or belt! (Another small
triumph for liberty. Take ’em when you can get ’em nowadays!) Five biplanes overhead. I turned on the handheld.
“Stinson on final cleared to land” “Waco on final you’re #2”
“Fairchild on downwind you’re #3.” For an hour they came
in from the north, circled the field and lined up to land. In
between a trijet Falcon squeezed on for takeoff and a Baron
got sent around for spacing.
The crowd was big. We were ten deep and stretched for
several hundred yards. Airplane people are good citizens! We
stood and watched while aircraft parked and were fueled. No
one pushed [can you imagine a Cowboy’s crowd standing
quietly behind an imaginary line for over an hour].
Finally the last bird was fueled, the announcer said we
could look, but not touch— and the crowd moved forward
quietly and respectfully to see a collection of flying
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machines, the likes of which
had not assembled in one
place since 1931.
There were some oldtimers there who remembered
when these machines had
flown regularly. There were
children throwing balsa wood
gliders. There were parents
looking for an afternoon’s
entertainment for their progeny. There were curious folks
who probably pulled in just to
see why the parking lot at Meacham was filled. I was there
imagining what it must have been like to fly 70 years ago,
and filled with admiration for the devotion (it’s immeasurable, but the money they must have been spent gives some
small measure of that devotion) these pilots and crews have
for their flying machines.
See more on the Tour at:
http://www.nationalairtour.org
See 140 photos (a few I immodestly think are pretty good)
that I took at:
http://members9.clubphoto.com/john395311/guest-1.phtml
(If you need help with either of these, call me or Michael
Stephan.)
I won’t try to impress you with all the makes and models.
Truthfully, I don’t know them. I’d never heard of most of the
planes at Meacham that day, but I was enthralled to see them
and imagine myself in the cockpit. I’m not a student of makes
and models. I’m an admirer of the human spirit and people
who do things that other folks won’t do. I’m an admirer of the
machinery (take a look at the bungee cord shocks on the landing gear of the 1929 Fokker Super Universal!) and wistful for
a time I never knew.
If you were there, you understand. If you missed it, your
life won’t be any the worse, but do look at the pictures. The
airplanes were magnificent.
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Big Country Airfest

Continued from page 1

into my own project. It is very helpful when looking at different airplanes to have the builder there to answer questions.
After lunch, the airshow portion started. This included
several solo acts, and several formation flying groups. Stu
McCurdy’s RV group displayed some quality formation flying technique. The airshow also included a B-1 bomber flyby, and the C-17 demonstrated its high performance take-off
and high performance landing. Seeing that huge plane take
off in less that
three thousand
feet and land in
the same amount was truly
eye-opening.
That
is
a
unique piece of
military hardware.
My favorite act of the day was the two T-28s that did a
formation aerobatic routine. They were tucked in together
while doing loops, Cuban 8s and rolls. I was really impressed
by those two pilots. Makes me want to learn formation flying,
but watching it was pretty good as well. After the airshow
ended there was the usual rush for people to depart. Mel
Asberry and Richard Robbins were ready to each take a demo
ride in the RV-10. Mel graciously agreed to share his experience in the newsletter about his thoughts after that flight.
More about that later.
As the sun began to go down the smell of rib-eye steaks
cooking on the grill filled the air near the north end hangars
where Chapter 741 calls home. This is the same steak sandwich dinner from previous SWRFIs, and it was just as delicious. We ate our sandwiches in the cool September air and
when finished the live music began. This dinner makes the flyin. Many of us have friends that we made out there during the
SWRFI time out there, and this dinner gives us time and an
atmosphere to meet again and catch up on the past year’s happenings. Another nice feature is the dinner attracts new people
and meeting them was also a treat. I look forward to going
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back, in my own airplane, next year and seeing them again.
This fly-in was a big undertaking, and those who did the
work did a great job. Chapter 471 gets a big thanks for leading the charge, especially Gray Bridwell and Charlotte
Rhodes. Job well done.
Mel Asberry
Flys the RV-10
As stated earlier,
Mel flew the RV10 and here are
his thoughts about
Van’s new four
place kit:
"I had an opportunity to fly the
RV-10 at the Big
Country Airfest at Abilene Saturday and here are my
thoughts. I found the airplane to be pretty much as expected.
Oh, you want more information than that? Well, OK. It’s pretty hard to critique an airplane after just a short flight of about
20 minutes, but here goes.
The overall airplane is what you would expect from Van.
The cockpit is very comfortable, roomy and quiet. Visibility
is great. Ann says that the back seat is also quite roomy and
comfortable.
Flying qualities; I found the ailerons to be somewhat
lighter than I expected. On the other hand I found the elevator to be somewhat heavier than expected. I would also liked
to have more elevator authority. Power off stalls never produced a “break,’ just a shudder and about 300 fpm mush.
Now this is not a bad thing in a 4-place “family” airplane.
However, I also could not hold the nosewheel off during
landing. With one person in the back and minimal baggage
we were pretty far forward in the CG envelope; but, I would
still like to be able to hold the nosewheel off. This may be a
compromise on Van’s part because you have to have the main
gear far enough back so that it won’t fall on it’s tail with the
back seat and baggage compartment loaded. Again this is
NOT an aerobatic airplane so don’t expect the response of the
other RVs. But, I’m sure it’s as close as you are going to get
in a 4-place airplane. And by the way, it IS a 4-place airplane
unlike some other 4-SEAT airplanes. The RV-10 is designed
to carry four real people, full fuel and baggage."
Before publishing anything that could start a controversy.
Mel invited Van’s Aircraft to reply to his thoughts. Ken
Krueger, an engineer at Van’s Aircraft, gave several responses. Ken mentioned the use of half flaps.
“The use of half flaps allows for more nose-up pitch
authority while in ground effect. The constant speed prop
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provides good braking, so full flaps are not required to allow
a steep approach.”
Ken also commented on the specific configuration of the
RV-10.
“N410RV has the heaviest engine/prop combination that
is recommended for the RV-10.”
He also cautioned builders that want to use the heavier
angled valve IO-540 in conjunction with a three blade metal
prop, which would make the effect more pronounced. Ken
also mentioned loading the RV-10 with avionics.
“Many RV-10 builders will install enough avionics
equipment to make a 747-400 cockpit look primitive...where
is all that weight going to go relative to the center of gravity?
That’s right…FORWARD! The RV-10 is designed as a 4place VFR sport flying and traveling machine. We always
have and will continue to emphasize this point. This design
mission is not consistent with 50 lb of avionics mounted in
the instrument panel.”

Upcoming Events
Local
• Oct 4 EAA Chapter 983 Annual Fall Fly-In Pecan
Plantation Airpark Granbury, Texas TIME: All Day AGENDA: Food, Flying & Little Kids activities FFI: Dave,
817/279-9899

JOHN H. PHILLIPS
BOARD CERTIFIED • ESTATE PLANNING AND PROBATE LAW
TEXAS BOARD OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION

BOONE, BOONE, & PHILLIPS, L.L.P.
LAWYERS
4313 W. LOVERS LANE
DALLAS, TEXAS 75209

PHONE (214) 902-8036
FAX (214) 904-8338
jhphillips@swbell.net

•

•

•
•

•

Oct 18 EAA Chapter 889 October Pancake Breakfast
Shirley Williams Airport (44TE) Kingsland, Texas TIME:
9 a.m.-11 a.m. FFI: Chuck Deiterich 512/756-6999 or
cfd@thegateway.net
Friday - Sunday, Oct 17-19, Gordonville, TX. Cedar Mills
7th Annual Safety Seminar and Splash-In http://www.cedarmills.com, Cedar Mills Airport (3T0)
Seawings & Wings-Participants earn credit towards their
SPA-FAA Seawings and Wings awards. Forums-Presented
by the FAA, SPA, aviation instructors and representatives
of aviation equipment manufacturers and avionics industry.
Flying Events-Saturday & Sun. Contact: Rich L. Worstell
903/523-4899, valiant@texoma.net
Saturday - Sunday,Oct 18-19 Wings Over Houston Lone
Star Flight Museum Houston, Texas AGENDA: Steve
Coan Sailplane Aerobatics & Commemorative Air Force
FFI: pending
Friday - Sunday, Oct 24-26 Reklaw, TX. Flying M Ranch
Get-together. Flying M Ranch Airport (7TA7) EAA 99, 170
& Cubs. Come and meet pilots from Texas & surrounding
states; camping grounds available. 936-369-4362
Saturday, Oct 25 Granbury, TX. Fly-in Breakfast. Granbury
Municipal (F55) Contact: John Holt 817/570-8533
Oct 28-30 Aviation Week Conferences & Exhibitions:
Aerospace & Defense Programs & Productivity Arlington,
Texas SITE: Arlington Convention Center FFI: Lydia
Janow, CMP Director Tradeshows & Conferences, Aviation
Week, 2 Penn Plaza, New York, NY 10121-2298, 212/9043225 or 1/800/240-7645 FAX: 212/904/3334 E-Mail
ljanow@AviationNow.com
Website:
www.AviationNow.com/conferences
Saturday, Nov 8 Dallas, TX. Challenge Air for Kids and
Friends - http://www.challengeair.org, Dallas Love Field
Airport (DAL). Challenge Air for Kids and Friends, a notfor-profit organization, provides motivational, inspriational
and life-changing experiences to physically challenge children and youth through aviation. Contact: Byron Laszlo
214/351-3353, Ext.12, blaszlo@airmail.net

SOUTHWEST
SECURITIES
Member of SWS Group

Southwest Securities, Inc.
8333 Douglas Avenue
Suite 400, LB 82
Dallas, Texas 75225

E.G. “Bo” Bauereis
Vice President
Financial Advisor
Private Client Group
214-987-5222
214-987-1405 (Fax)
800-767-4397
ebauereis@swt.com

MEMBER; NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
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• Saturday, Nov 15 Conroe, TX. EAA 302 Fall Flyin http://www.eaa302.org, Montgomery County (CXO).
Come out and see what we have built. Static displays.
Several raffels. Pancakes for breakfast and hamburgers for
lunch.
Contact:
Butch
Carr
936/756-0127,
BcarrAviator@aol.com
• Saturday, Nov 15 Fort Worth, TX. AYA South Central
Grumman Fly-In - http://www.aya.org/southcentral, Hicks
Airfield (T67). Join us for a great home/hangar cookout at
the Reddicks’ and a short tour the special WWII museum
of one of the residents. Meet at the Rio Concho restaurant
ramp parking area. Contact: Mike Reddick 817-439-0234,
mrreddick@peoplepc.com .
National
• Friday - Sunday, Oct 17-19 Las Cruces, NM. Land Of
Enchantment
RV
Fly-In
http://www.metronet.com/~dreeves/loe/loervfi.htm, Las
Cruces International (KLRU). LOE3, the nation’s premier
hassle-free, gentle pleasures fly-in for Van’s Aircraft
(RVs).
• Thursday - Sunday, Oct 9-12 Phoenix, AZ. Copperstate
Regional EAA Fly-In - http://www.copperstate.org,
Phoenix Regional Airport (A39). Celebrating 100 years of
powered flight. Contact: Call 520/400-8887

News and Notes
By Michael Stephan
The Asberry’s win Best of Class Award
While attending the Big Country Airfest, Mel and Ann
Asberry did not know that while they were studying the RV10, the judges were studying their RV-6. Although there were
some very nice homebuilts there, Mel and Ann brought the
nicest. Congratulations Mel and Ann.
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October 11th Young Eagles event
On Saturday October 11th we are scheduled to fly the So
SmAArt group again. This would be our third year with this
group. They are a very enthusiastic, and motivated group of
girls. The event will again happen at Redbird airport and will
begin early in the morning. It should be finished in time to be
able to make the Chili Cook Off in McKinney. If you need
more information contact Jim Quinn (see page 11).
2004 Officer Nominations
The elections for the 2004 Officer positions will be held during our October 7th Chapter Meeting. As this issue of Hangar
Echoes went to press, the nominees were as follows:
President
John Phillips
Vice President
David Cheek
Treasurer
Michael Stephan
Secretary
Clay Romeiser
Prior to the election, nominations from the floor for additional candidates will be accepted. The nominations committee (Monroe McDonald, Sam Cooper, Michael Stephan)
would like to thank these members for stepping forward to
serve the Chapter.
Reklaw Fly-In
One of the nicest fly-ins in Texas will occur on Oct. 24-26 at
the Flying M Ranch in Reklaw TX. This is a very simple flyin, were you bring your camping gear and camp out a few
nights. If you want more information call 936-369-4362
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Young Homebuilder
By Marvin Brott
For the last several months
we have had a new segment
in Hangar Echoes which
includes a picture to guess
who the young airplane
enthusiast might be. Last
month’s young homebuilder
is none other than associate
newsletter editor, Marvin
Brott. The picture was taken
at Alliance Nebraska with
what had to be a very new
Cessna 170. Like many of us, I went to the airport nearly
every day in the summer on my bicycle or got a mom to drive
us out to the airport. It is strange realize the age of that
Cessna 170 since we see them today and they look so good.
For this month,
who could be
setting in the
back seat of this
Jenny at Love
Field. You are
going to need
help with this
one. It is a 1920
JN-1 at Love
Field with the picture taken sometime in 1927. The streetcar ran out to Lemmon Avenue or about five blocks from
the airport. A narrow dirt road went the rest of the way. This
young kid credits his grandmother with starting his interest
in airplanes.
Please send Michael Stephan or Marvin Brott your picture. We will scan it and sent it back immediately. Please
send in those pictures of our young airplane days.
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Fourth Annual Chili Cook-Off
By Ann Asberry
Date: Saturday October 11 from 10 AM to about 2 PM.
Location: McKinney Airport at Tom Ferraro’s former hangar
(that is the same location as last year). Look for a sign on the
street to direct you where to turn. The event will be at the
west end of the south hangars, between the first two rows.
There is a locked gate on the street, but someone will be there
to allow admittance. Parking is allowed on the street at the
west end of the hangars.
The theme again is “HAVE FUN!”
Even though you may not consider yourself to be a good
Chili cook we want to make this another FUN event so take
the plunge and try your hand at fixin’ a “Bit of the Red.” The
more cooks; the merrier!!
All Chili should be cooked at home and brought to the
event. There is electricity for crock pots, but if you have a
camp stove or the like, bring it to keep your Chili warm.
Remember to bring a big spoon too. Naming your Chili is
encouraged, it adds to the FUN part. Even though Chili is a
meat dish, by Texas definition, beans or vegetarian is OK,
but, no road or runway kill, please. Cooks should plan to
make at least 12, 8 oz servings (2 to 2 1/2 quarts). More is
very welcome because we always run out and never know
exactly how many folks to count on attending. All Chili must
be HOT and READY by 11 AM so we can harvest the samples for the judges. After that is done the eating will begin.
You can also be a judge and vote for your favorite Chili for
the People’s Choice award. Prizes will be awarded around
12:30 or so whenever the judges reach their decision. A suggested donation of $3.00 will get you a bowl, spoon and a
drink plus condiments and dessert. Additional drinks are a
suggested donation of 50 cents each. All Chili contest
entrants will get two free bowls, etc. The Chapter is furnishing utensils, crackers, Fritos, cheese, chopped onion, dessert
and Pepto Bismol.
Need volunteers to bring some dessert!! Call Sam
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Cooper (972) 424-6930 if you will volunteer to bring
a dessert or need further information. We will also
need some folks to help with the “puttin’ up and tear’n
down” too, so show up early or stay late to lend a
hand. This is an all weather event, rain of
shine, flyin’ or not. Y’ALL COME!

Fuel Contamination
By Mel Asberry
I’ve done quite a number of annual condition inspections on
RVs. Recently I’ve come across a significant amount of contamination in some of the older aircraft. This contamination
comes mostly from, but not limited to, the “slosh” compound
we used to use in riveted aluminum tanks. Although I’m finding the problem in RV tanks, any fuel tank is suspect. When
Boyd Goldman sold his RV-4 we found the problem to be

quite aggressive. The tanks were removed and all loose compound was removed and filters were installed between the
tanks and the valve (see photo). By doing this if a filter were
to become clogged the pilot can simply switch to the other
tank. This last annual on my own airplane I found a small
amount of contamination as well. I installed filters just like
Marvin had done to Boyd’s airplane.
To install filters ahead of the selector valve one must first
drain the tanks. While draining the tanks I realized that I
would also have to drain the tanks to service the filters; so I
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installed a small ball valve between each tank and its filter.
So now I can turn off the valve, service the filter, and turn the
valve on. I will safety wire the valves in the “on” position
with soft copper wire so that I can break the wire with my fingers if they should somehow need to be turned off in flight.
This problem is especially critical in aircraft with fuel
flow instruments. The fuel flow transducers have very fine
screens and can be stopped up quite easily. You’ve put a lot
of hard work and probably even a substantial amount of
money into your steed. It would be a very bad thing to turn it
into a glider just because of a little fuel contamination.

Cedar Mills Fly In
By Michael Stephan
Last month several of
us flew up to Cedar
Mills for the monthly
chapter fly-in. The
weather was beautiful,
which explains the
good size crowd we
had. We had to keep pulling up more tables in the restaurant
in the marina. The breakfast was delicious, as it always is
there, and afterwards on a tip from Don Christiansen, we
strolled up to Rich
Worstell’s hangar on the
runway to look at a
Murphy Moose, which
was well under way.
The Moose is a big airplane with a radial
engine on the front. It
hints of DeHavilland
Beaver. The fuselage
and wings were finished
and the engine was
ready to be put on the mount. This is a very well built airplane, and it should be flying soon. Rich is very nice and
accommodated our
barging in on him.
While walking back
down the flightline I
noticed an airplane
type that I had never
seen before, being the
youngster that I am. I
was informed that it
was a Culver Dart.
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Another notable on
the flightline was an
airplane I had seen
before, but not in its
current form. That
plane was Vern
Williams’ Zenair,
the painted version.
Vern painted it himself and did an excellent job. This is a good-looking airplane.
Several of us gave it a close look and were able to ask a few
questions. Vern is quite proud of this project, as well he
should be. It is nice to go to the fly-ins and see things other
than RVs and factory builds. So at the next fly-in, fly your
airplane out to show to the group.
The October fly-in is our Chili Cookoff in McKinney
with local Chapter 1246. This is a fun time to get together
with them and eat some delicious chili. This is one of our
biggest events of the year, so don’t miss it.

August’s Newsletter Folding at Clays
By Michael Stephan
Last month the award winning newsletter folding crew traveled to Clay Romeiser’s to fold a few newsletters, eat a few
munchies, talk some airplane, and to possibly see his RV-9A
for the last time at his home. I expect him to be looking for
some space at a local airport soon. I asked him were he was
going, and he said he is looking for a place at Lancaster airport. Since we have a few chapter members there already, I’m
sure he will get some visitors, plenty of advice and a helping
hand in finishing and with that first flight. As you can see
Clay has completed the firewall forward portion of the project. What you can’t see is that he has nearly finished all the
wiring and is currently finalizing the sometimes-confusing
installation of his Blue Mountain EFIS/One. Due to the
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amount of stuff that the EFIS/One can do, it takes quite an
effort deciphering the many connections to flight inputs as
well as engine monitoring inputs and navigational inputs.
Knowing Clay, he will figure it out. He still has some work
on a few wing skins, the wheel pants and wing tips. This is a
good looking project. I’m going to miss being able to drop by
and see it. Thanks Clay for being a great host…again.
We currently have three RV-9s being built in the Chapter
that I know of; Clay Romeiser’s, Mack Cobb’s, which is also
nearing completion, and Robert Cullinan’s , a quickbuild he
recently purchased. Next month we go to Robert Cullinan’s
house to see his RV-9A project. Hope to see you there.

National Air tour
By Michael Stephan
The National Air
Tour was an idea
started by the
Ford family to
help
promote
aviation
and
help create support for building
an infrastructure
that would benefit air travel. In
those days very few places had concrete runways. The tours
began in 1925 and continued through 1931. It was the Great
Depression and the subsequent lack of sponsors that caused
the cancellation of the 1932 tour. That 1932 route was
thought lost to history, but recently was found through a
great deal of research. This year’s tour replicated that unfinished 1932 route. The 2003 tour’s aviators had two goals; to
honor the original tour’s pioneers of aviation and to go on
the road to highlight how far aviation has progressed in just
Continued next page.
100 years.
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The tour included over 25 vintage aircraft from the ’20s and
’30s, including Ford trimotors, Stinson tri-motors, and
old names like Travel Air,
WACO, Paramount, Curtiss,
New Standard and Eaglerock.
The 2003 National Air
Tour began and ended, as did
the original tours, in Dearborn,
Michigan. On Sept 15th the
National Air Tour came to Fort
Worth’s Meacham Field and
was welcomed by a huge
crowd of airplane enthusiasts.
The ramp was filled with
onlookers waiting to get their
chance to get a closer look at
some of the finest examples of
airplanes form the ’20s and the
’30s. The crowd waited until all
the planes taxied in, were
cleaned up and refueled. This
took quite a while, but was well
worth the wait.
While walking around
these restorations, I had a true
appreciation of how far we
have come. Being a builder
myself I know the time and
attention to detail it takes to
keep these old planes looking
beautiful and flyable. These
older airplanes are not nearly as
easy to fly as today’s nimble
lightweight offerings, so the
people who maintain and fly
these airplanes are truly unique. Some might say they are
“throwbacks” to the golden age of aviation. The weather was
perfect and those who had time to walk around and look at
them had an unforgettable day. I hope the tour continues next
year.
Even though the Air Tour has concluded, you can still
read about the idea and the travel tales on the internet at
www.nationalairtour.org.
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For Sale Services, Parts and Other:
Apollo 618 Loran w/tray & antenna $200; Collins VIR 351
nav unit (working well when removed) $400; noise cancelling headset, mike inop, $35.
Call Harry Gresham, 214 348 2772; cell 214 289 313;
Fax 214 348 6565; hgresh@juno.com
RV-8 Empennage kit: only 5% completed; tools also; taking
offers.
Call Call John Rollow at 972/503-3611 or e-mail at
neck101@earthlink.net
Garmin 195 handheld GPS: like new, yoke mount, Ext Ant,
Soft Case, Battery Pack, $600
Call Richard Robbins (972) 226-6699

BD5 complete kit for sale. It is ser num: 1313, ready for
engine installation. Wings are jig drilled GAW2 airfoil
unassembled. Nose gear box is jig drilled ready to assemble.
All welded fittings purchased. Kit is complete except for
engine and drive train. All previous work done by A&P.
Asking $4000 OBO. Available in Ennis, Tx.
Email Dick Cook : bsjcook@peoplepc.com.
Turbocharger Equipment from Glasair IISFT with IO360B1E. Successfully used for 200 hours. Contact Don Saint
(EAA983, Granbury. TX) for list of equipment and installation details. $2,500 (817) 579-0941 or saint@hcnews.com.

Alpha Aviation Supply Co.

Homebuilding and Sport Aviation Supplies

Russ & Terry Chambers
903-455-3113

P.O. Box 8641
70 Majors Rd.
Greenville, Texas 75404
www.alphaaviationsupply.com
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Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, and/or
media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to anyone. Any
event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh).
Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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Experimental Aircraft Association
Dallas Chapter 168
P.O. Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM

❏
❏
❏

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address 1 (or business name)
Address 2
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
City
State
Zip
Chapter 168 are $20.00 for one year.
Phone homework
Name tags are available for $7.00.
e-mail address
Make checks payable to:
EAA # (168 membership requires National EAA membership)
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
Pilot/A&P Ratings
EAA office (past or present) or additional notes
Mail Application to:
New Member
Renewal
Info Change

Mapsco

EAA Dallas Chapter 168
P.O. Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168
National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax (920) 426-6761

I am interested in helping with:
Fly-ins ❏ Programs ❏
Newsletter ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Officer Position
Plane or project (% complete) or interests
(Example) Thunder Mustang
(Example) RV-6

25
flying

%
%
%
%

❏

